
ON  THE BOUNDARY  VALUE   PROBLEMS  OF LINEAR  ORDINARY

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF  SECOND  ORDER*

BY

MAX MASON

It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the solutions of linear differen-

tial equations of second order which satisfy linear boundary conditions of a

general form. In the first section theorems regarding the existence of solutions

of the differential equation

y" +p(x)y' + qix)y =f{x)

under the boundary conditions

8,y(as,) 4- a2y{x2) 4 «8y'(*i) + aty'(x2) = A,

MK) + °2y(x2) + b3y'(xi) + i4y'(x2) = B>

will be established, under the assumption that the relation

a2bt - atb2 = e^ **'(a^ - 036,)

is satisfied, f These results will be derived from the general solution of the

differential equation.    In the following sections the differential equation

y"4-pix)y' + [XAix)-Bix)]y = 0

will be considered, where X is a parameter. The existence of functions satis-

fying the differential equation and the homogeneous form of the above boundary

conditions for particular values of X, i. e., the existence of normal functions for

the problem, will be proved by means of certain minimum problems, based upon

that used by Weber J whereby reasoning similar to that of Dirichlet's prin-

* Presented to the Society at the Williamstown summer meeting, September 8, 1905.

Received for publication February 26, 1906.

t The problem might be called in this case a self adjoint boundary problem. The nature of

the problem would be considerably different if this relation were not satisfied.
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ciple was employed. By this method the properties of the normal functions as

minimum functions are set in evidence, properties upon which the proof of

oscillation theorems for the normal functions may be based. As an illustration

an oscillation theorem for periodic solutions will be proved in the last section.

Special cases of the above boundary conditions have formed the subject of

many investigations since the famous memoirs of Sturm and Liouville.*

Picard t has applied the method of successive approximations to the case

y (.i1,) = 0, y ( x2 ) = 0, for the differential equation

?/"4-Xvl(x)y=0,

where the function A does not change sign. The writer J has treated certain

boundary conditions for this differential equation by reducing the problem to the

solution of an integral equation by means of one-dimensional Green's functions,

and applying a method to which the method of § 2 of the present paper is

analogous. In particular the existence of periodic solutions was thus shown.

These results were later reproduced by Holmgren, § using a method based upon

Hilbert's treatment of Dirichlet's principle, and by Tzitzeica, || who used

a generalization of PiCard's method. The existence of periodic solutions was

also proved by Bôcher,^[ the proof being based on Sturm's results.

Important results have recently been obtained by Hilbert regarding the

solution of integral equations with symmetrical Kern.** These results may

however be applied to the boundary problem of the differential equation only in

case the function A ( x ) does not change sign, a restriction which will not be

made in the present article. The expansion of a function in terms of normal

functions, which is the result of greatest interest in Hilbert's work, has also

been treated by DiXON ft for a general boundary condition in connection with a

differential equation to which the one here considered may be reduced if A(x)

does not change sign.

§ 1.   The existence of solutions of the general problem.

It is required to determine a solution of the differential equation JJ

* Journal de Mathématiques, vols. 1, 2 (1836, 1837). See Bûcher, Eneyklopädie der

mathematischen Wissenschaften, II A 7a.

tSee his Traité d'analyse, 3 (1896), p. 105 ff.

^Mathematische Annalen, vol. 58 (19Ô4), p. 528.

§Arkiv för Matematik, Astronomi och Fysik, vol. 1 (1904), p. 401.

|| Comptes rendus, vol. 140 (1905), pp. 223, 492.

ÜIbid., vol. 140 (1905), p. 92a
**Naohrichten der K. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen, 1904.

See also Westfall, Dissertation, Göttingen, 1905, and Schmidt, Dissertation, Göttingen, 1905.

tfProceedings of the London Mathematical Society, ser. 2, vol. 3 (1905), p. 83.

XX The coefficients of the different equations considered are assumed to be continuous func-

tions in the interval ( a:,, x} ).
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(1) y" + p(x)y'+ q(x)y=f(x)

which satisfies the boundary conditions

LÁy) = aly(xl) + «»y(*») + asy'(xi) + ^y'(x2) = A^
(2)

Lt(y) = &iy(»i) + °tV w + Ky'(xx) + hf (*») - 5»

where -4, 5, a(, b¡ are given constants.   It will be assumed that the coefficients

of the boundary conditions satisfy the relation

°264- a462 = C      ' " '(«A - aA)>

or, in writing

T * 7 /'Vi

that the equation holds :

(3) d24 = 7rdls.

The general solution of equation (1) is

(4) y = CjM + c2w + u I fPvdx + v I   fPudx,

where

P = e-7*1     ,

c, and c2 are arbitrary constants, and u, v are linearly independent solutions of

the differential equation

(l0) y" + pix)y' + ?(x)y = 0,

and are connected by the relation

-/>*

P'
,£S • > Se'** X
(5) Mt)-t)M = i      ''        =   T,.

The constants c,, c2 are to be so determined that y satisfies the boundary condi-

tions (2). Substituting (4) in (2), writing «(x,) = vx, v'(x,) = v[, etc., and

arranging terms, we have :

(6)

fPudx—(a2u2+ay2) I   fPvdx,
*Jx\

c1Lb(u)+c2Lb(v) = B-ib1vl+b3v'l)\   fPudx-(b2u2+bAu'2) I   fPvdx.
• 'xj *Jx\

If in place of u, v any other pair of linearly independent solutions
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U= dtu 4- e,v,
K«, — e,rf, + 0)

V= d2u 4- e2v

is used, the determinant A(w, v) of the first members of (6) will be replaced by

A(f7, V) = (dle2-e1d2)A(u,v).

Then the following theorem holds ;

If A 4= 0 there exists a unique solution of the differential equation (1)

under the boundary condition (2). There exists a solution of the homogeneous

problem, i. c, a solution not identically zero of the differential equation (10)

under the boundary conditions

when and only when A = 0.

Certain conditions must be satisfied by A, B, f(x) in order that a solution

of the non-homogeneous problem may exist when A = 0. These conditions

will be different according as the minors of A are or are not zero. The discus-

sion of these two cases will be given separately.

Case I.    The minors of A are not all zero.

In this case but one solution of the homogeneous problem exists, except for

an arbitrary constant factor. Let u be this solution. Then v will not be a solu-

tion, i. e., La(v) and Lb(v) are not both zero. Since u satisfies (20) it will

also satisfy the equations :

Où biLa(u)-alLi(u) = d2lu(x1)-rd3lu'(xl)+   dtlu'(x2) = 0,

(72) hLa(u) - a2Lt(u) = dltu{xl) + <*„«'(«,) + 7rd3lu'(x2) = 0,

(7s) hLa(u) - a3A(«) = <*i»«(*i) + dau (as,) +   dau'{x2) =0,

(7<) KLÂu)-\L„{u) = duu(xl)-rirdViu(x2)+   ^«'(x,) = 0.

The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution of (1)

and (2) is from (6) :

La(v) { B - (6,», + b3v[)J"fPudx -ib2u2 + 64u2)£fPvâx j

- Lb(v) | A - {axvx 4- a3v[ )J    fPudx - (a2u2 + aAu2 J   fPvdx 1=0.

Since u satisfies the boundary condition (20) the coefficient of the integral involv-

ing v takes the form :
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(a^ + asu;)(olM, + &,<) - (atvt + «X)(&2«2 4- btu't)

- (Ml + 6jO(«lMl + atO + (b2Vi + bA)i.a2U2 + «X)

= ¿u(«i«I - «iO - <**(»««« - «,«;>.
From (3) and (5) this reduces to

dl3-d2te-S>* = ¿13-^ = 0,

and the above condition becomes :

(8)

La(v) { B _ (5,*, 4- \v[)£fPudx J

Lb(v) { A - (a,t>, 4- a3v[)£fPudx } = 0.

Now it may be shown by means of equations (3), (5) and (7) that the follow-

ing equations hold :

(9,) La{v)(b2u[-rirblu2)-Lbiv)(aiu'1 + '>ralu'2) = 0,

(92) La(v)(Kui + **,»,)- A(v)(a4Mi-7r«sM2) = 0'

(93) £.(»)(«r6»«i - 6SMl) - A(V)(7r°JM2 - a2Ml) - 0»

(94) A.(«)(Mi - "Vl) - A(V)(a4< - ""«I«») -0.

In fact, expanding the left member of (9,) and applying (3), (5) and (7), we

have,

dnviu¡ + vdnvtu'2 4- d32u[v[ + -n-d3lv[u2 + dt2u[v2 + irdiXu'2v'2

= dl2 + »Í (<*„«, + ^32M! + vd3iu'2) + d2l

+ "^(¿««i 4- d3iu[ + dnu2) = 0.

The other equations of (9) are proved in a similar manner.    Now Laiv) and

Lb(v) are not both zero, and hence the equation

(10)

(a2u[ + wa,u2) ¡B - (6,%\ + b3v[) J   fPudx

— (b2u[ 4- irb^iC) \ A — (a,t>¡ + a,u¡) I   fPudx \ = 0

is a result of (8) and (9,).    Furthermore, (8) is a result of (9,) and (10) unless

a2u[ 4- tra^u^ = 0,        b2u[ + trbxu'2 = 0.
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These equations can hold only when either dl2 = 0 or u\ = 0, u2 = 0. But if

u[ = 0, u2 = 0 then w, 4= 0, w2 =4= 0, for a solution of (10) can not vanish

together with its derivative, and it follows from (7t) that dl2 = 0. Therefore

equation (10) is equivalent to (8) unless dl2 = 0. If we expand the terms of

(10) we have

(a2B — Ab2)u[ 4- ir^B — Abf)u'2
/vrs

— ( d2l», u[ + ¿jj«! «Í 4- 7r¿]3»| w2 ) I    fPudx = 0,
«A,

or, on account of (5) and (72),

(a2B — Ab2)u[ 4-7r(a1.# — Abf)u2 + d12 I   fPudx = 0,
Jxx

an equation which does not contain v, and which is equivalent to (8) except

when dl2 = 0. Three similar equations may be derived from (8) by using (92),

(93) and (94).    We have, replacing tr and P by their values, the four equations,

(a2B - Ab2)u[ 4- e^>Az{axB - A\)u'2 + d12 Pfe&"udx = 0,
Jxi

(atB- A\)u, + e i^P"x(a3B - Ab3)u2 + di3 P/e^"'"udx = 0,

(a2B-Ab2)Ul-e f****ia3B - Ab3)u'2 + d^  Cfe&*udx = 0

(aiB-Abt)u[-e^''"h:(alB-Ab1)u2 + du  f*\fe■A*"*udx = 0,
lAl,

each of which is equivalent to (8) unless the determinant dik which occurs in it

is zero. Since from equation (3) dl3 and d2i vanish together it is easily seen

that all the determinants dl2, di3, d.i3, du cannot be zero unless all determin-

ants dik are zero, a case to be excluded, since the boundary conditions (2) would

be either incompatible or dependent.    Therefore :

The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution of the

differential equation

(!) y" +py' +qy=f,

under the boundary conditions

\La(y) = ^y(x,) + a2y(x2) 4- asy'(*.) + aty'ix2) = A,

[Lb(y) m b¡y(xl) + o2y(x2) 4- &3y'(a'i) + &«V(*k) = B,

when one solution, u, of the homogeneous problem

(11)
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y"+py' + qy = o,      £.(y)-0,      A(y) = °>

exists, but no other solution linearly independent ofu, is that A, B, andf(x)

satisfy one of the equations (11) with non-vanishing determinant dik. If A=Q,

B = 0 the condition is

(12) Pfef'í'"''udx = 0.
Jx,

If this condition is satisfied there exists a single infinity of solutions of (1)

and (2) of the form
y = y + cm,

where y is any one such solution and c is an arbitrary constant.

Case II.    All minors of A are zero.

In this case the functions u and v are solutions of the homogeneous problem.

The determinant di3 cannot be zero. For if dl3 = 0 theu d2i = 0 and since v

satisfies the same boundary conditions as u it follows from (7,) that

d2lu(x2) 4- diXu'(x2) = 0,

d2Xvix2) 4 cZ41i>'(x2) = 0,

and therefore dl2 = 0, du = 0, for the determinant u (x2) v' ( x2) — v (x2) u (x2 )

is not zero. From equation (73) it follows in the same way that c^ = 0, d^ = 0

in case dl3 = 0, that is, all determinants dik are zero if dl3 is zero. We may

therefore assume that d¡3 is not zero.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution of

equations (1 ) and (2) are seen from (6) and the boundary conditions for u and v

to be

A — (a1vi 4- a3v[) I   fPudx + (a,t< 4- a3u[) I   fPvdx = 0,
%)xi *J x\

B-(blVl + b3v[ ) ffPudx + (6,m + b3u' ) f fPvdx = 0,

Eliminating each integral in turn we have, on account of (5),

/vc,

(axB — Abl)ui + [a3B — Ab3)u[ + dl3 I   ft
«A,

{a,B - Abl)vl + ia3B - Ab3)v[ 4- dl3 f /e-^' """vdx = 0
Jx,

(13)

f0S*i *"z udx = 0,

Since dt3 can not be zero in this case, these equations are equivalent to the pre-

ceding pair, and hence :
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The equations (13) are the necessary and sufficient conditions for the exis-

tence of a solution of the differential equation (1) under the boundary condi-

tion (2) in case two linearly independent solutions u, v of the homogeneous

problem exist.    If A = 0, B = 0 the conditions are

(14) Ç*/</*** ndx = 0, f y«-/*?"" vdx = 0.
*)xi *Jx\

If these conditions are satisfied there exists a doubly infinite set of solutions

o/(l) and (2) of the form
y = y + cu-\-dv,

where y is any one such solution and c, d are arbitrary constants.

§ 2. The existence of the first normal functions.

There exists a solution of the homogeneous problem when and only when the

determinant A of equations (6) is zero. If the coefficients of the differential

equation contain a parameter X, then A is a function of X, and X must have a

value which is a zero of A ( X ) in order that a solution of the required type exists.

These zeros X. of A ( X ) will be called normal parameter values, and the corre-

sponding solutions y. of the homogeneous problem normal functions. We shall

consider the case that q is a linear function of X. The problem to be treated

is to prove the existence and investigate the properties of the normal parameter

values and normal functions for the differential equation

(1') y"+p(x)y'+[XA(x)-B(x)]y=0

under the boundary conditions

I La(y) = alyixl)-T-a2y(x2) + a3y'(xi) + aty\x2)=<i,

I Lb(y)= 6,y(x,)4- b2y(x2) + o3y'(x,) + 64y'(x2) = 0.

It will be assumed that the following conditions are satisfied :

(3) du=irda U = e-A>),

(15) B(x)^0 C*,S¡*2¡*,),

(16) all the determinants dl2, dH, d^, di3 that are not zero have the same sign.

The following statement is a result of condition (16):

Lemma.    The values of the expression

f* i<ix
- [yy'^'1"" ]x- = yix^y'ixj - tryix2)y'(x2)

formed for all functions which satisfy (20) are positive or zero.
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Any function y which satisfies (20) also satisfies the equations

(17,) d2Xy{x2) + d3ly'{xx)+  dtly'(x2) = 0,

(17,) d12y(xx) + d^y'ix,) +rrd3,y'ix2) = 0,

(l?s) ^1.,y(a'i) + ¿2,y(x2)+  day'ix2) = 0,

(174) duy(xl) 4-7Tcil32/(x2) +  d3iy'ixl) = 0.

Hence

(18i) dl2 [_yixl)y\xù-^y{x2)y\x2)']=¿aiyfa)]2+^yfoyfa)+*du ly'(*i)] \

(18j) di3 \.y{xüy\x0-vy{x2)y\x2)\ =dliíy{xl)V+ (¿^dl3y(x,)y {xt)+wdn[y(x2)]2,

(183) d^yixJy'ixJ-TryixJyXxJ] =^12[y(^1)]2+^3[y'K)]2>

(18J ^tX^VC^-^^W] =¿43[y'(xi)32+7rd12[y fo)]2-

The discriminants of the right members of (18t) and (182) are

v(dud„ - ird\3) = ir(duda - di3d2i).

The second member when expanded is seen to be equal to

trd12di3.

Since the determinants dik which occur in the first members of (18) cannot all

be zero the truth of the above lemma is seen at once.

Consider now the following minimum problem :

Among all functions y(x) which satisfy the boundary conditions (20) and

the equation*

(19) C APy2 dx = l ( p= tSx\ *** ).
Jx¡

and are continuous together with their first and second derivatives in the

interval («,, x2), that one is required which gives the least value to the

expression

J= PV2 + By2)Pdx - [yy'P]x\.

The values of e/are all positive or zero, on account of conditions (15) and the

lemma proved by means of condition (16). Hence there exists a definite lower

limit X0 of the values of J under the above conditions.    It will be proved that

* It is here assumed that A is not everywhere negative in ( z,, 1, ). This is no restriction on

the problem since A occurs in the equation (!') multiplied by the parameter A.
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this value X0 is a normal parameter value for the differential equation (1')

under the boundary conditions (20), and that the corresponding normal function is

the solution of the minimum problem. If X0 were not anormal parameter value

there would exist, according to the theorems of § 1, a solution of the differential

equation

y"+py'+(\A-B)y=f

under the boundary conditions (20), whatever bey. It will be shown that y

could be so chosen that the solution of the equation would satisfy all conditions

of the minimum problem, and would give to J a value less than the lower limit

of all such values, X0. The value X0 must therefore be a normal parameter

value.

Let
ux, u2, u3, ■■■

be an infinite series of approximating functions for the minimum problem, i. e.,

an infinite series of functions uh which satisfy the equation

(20) limit J"(wJ = X0,
Ä=ao

and all the conditions of the minimum problem.

Lemma.    The approximating functions uh can be so chosen that there exists

a fixed number G such that for all h

(21) \uk(x)\<0 ix^x^x,)

From the inequalities,

Ju'hdx\ = I   |?tjc?x<|  (u'k + l)c?x,
x\ I Jxi vx,

Cu',dx^ - fzpu';dx<J^,
X,    " ™Jx, " m

f" it
where m is the minimum of P = e^*^* in the interval (x,. x2), it follows that

K(«) - u,Xxx)\ < „¡ + (x2-x1) + *^

where limit,  „ e, = 0.    The functions u, therefore have the form

«,.(:c) = c/l + 7,.(a;)'

where c, are constants and <y, a series of functions such that the maxima of their

absolute values remain under a fixed limit.    From the equation
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f'APuldx = c\ Ç^APdx 4- 2ch f "APyhdx + P APy\dx = 1,
VX\ «■'Xi «/Xj t/Xj

it follows that the quantities ck all lie between finite limits unless

APdx = 0, limit I   Ay,dx = 0,

and consequently

(22) limit pAy\dx=\.

From equation (184), which is satisfied by the functions uh, we have

d* K(*,)]2 + 7T¿12 [uh( x2)Y = - dlt [u,u'hP]:i Si dnJiuh).

Hence, if | ch | increase beyond limit, dl2 = 0 and either di3 = 0, or the values

«¡(Xj) remain between finite limits. Similarly from (183), either di3 = 0, or

u'h (x2) remain between finite limits, and hence, from (173) and (174),

^13 + ^23=°'        dli + -rrdl3 = 0.

Therefore either dl3 ^ 0 or dM ̂ = 0, for if both are zero then all determinants

d.k are zero. Then the boundary conditions (20) are equivalent to either (17,)

and (173), or to (173) and (174). Hence, if |cj increase beyond limit, the

boundary conditions, since dl2 must be zero, are equivalent to

y'{xl)-iry'(x2) = 0,

2/(x,)-2/(x2) = 0,
if d3i = 0, or to

dAy(xi) - ?(**)] + diZy'ix2) = 0,

^lyM - y(x2)\ + d^y'ix,) = o,

if d3i 4= 0. [ In either case the boundary conditions are satisfied by y = const.,

and hence by yh = uh — cA], and we have also

- 1%%F]'\ = - k<^]í; + c;i[™;,(*2) - «;(*,)] = - [uktthp],\.

Therefore

Let

8,=  pAPyldx.
•Jx,

From equation (22)
limit 8, = 1.

ft at«
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Therefore if | ch | increase without limit, i. e., if the functions uh do not satisfy

condition (21) there exists a series of functions

«*(*)
UÁX) - CA

»TO
which satisfy (21), and since they satisfy the equations

A.K) = 0,       Lb(uk) = 0,

rAPû\dx = \ PAPy\dx = 1,

limit J(y.h) = limit j- J(uh) = X0,
A = so A=«o    "^

they form a series of approximating functions for the minimum problem.    The

lemma stated above is therefore proved.

Define an infinite series of functions fh by the equations

(23) {u'hP)'+{X0A-B)Puh=fh.

Multiplying these equations by uh and integrating from x, to x2 we have, on

account of the condition (19),

i"h<FYx\- r(w;+Bui)Pdx+\= rfhuhdx.
J X, vxi

Hence, on account of (20),

(24) limit f fhukdx = 0.
A=«   t/jr,

Under the assumption that X0 is not a normal parameter value there exists

for each h a solution of the differential equation

Ul + pU'h + iXaA-B)Uh=Auh,

or, multiplying by P =■ er**   *, of the equation

(25) (U;P)' + i\A-B)PGh = PAuh,

under the boundary conditions (20).    Consider the functions

where c is a constant.    These functions satisfy the boundary conditions (20)

and the equation

«/>)' +i\A- B)Pvh =fh 4- cPAuh.
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Multiplying this equation by vk = uh + c Uk and integrating from x, to x, the

following equation results :

[VÉ-P33- CK + BOPdx + Xi pAPvldx
(26) * Jxi

f~*X« /"j /**'-3

- I fhuhdx + c I   (/A«7„ 4- PAu\)dx 4- cs I   PAuhUhdx.

Now from equations (23) and (25) it follows that

£(fhuh- PAvi)dx=£ {(u'hpyuh-(zrhP)uh}dx

= [{<Uk-U'huh)Pte.

The functions uh and Uh satisfy the boundary conditions (20) and hence equa-

tions (17).   Since P(x,) = 1, B{x2) = ir, it follows from (17,) and (17^ that

dniiK^-U'^P^^nru'^x^id^U^x^+d^U^x^

-7Ti7;(x2)[^1<(x1) + d41«;(^)]-<(a;l)K^(a',) + ^.3^(a!2)]

+ U'Áxi) [«*««í(«i) + m?u«¿(as,)] = °-
Hence

l(<v>-u'huk)pyA = o

unless c?12 = 0. By using other pairs of equations (17) it is seen that this

equation must hold in any case, since all the determinants dik cannot be zero.

Therefore

Since

PifM-PAuDdx-O.
t/i,

|   *PAu*dx mm lt

equation (26) becomes

(27)       X, PpAv\dx - J(vk) = (/>„«& + 2c + c2 PPAuhUhdx.
v/jr, Vxl J*i

Now from equation (4)

PAuhvdx + v I   PAuhudx,

where u, v are the linearly independent solutions of the equation

y" + py' + (\A-B)y = 0
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and ch, dh are constants whose values are so determined that Uk satisfies the

boundary conditions (20). Referring to equations (6) one sees that ck and dh are

linear combinations of the two integrals

f.r2 /»jr,
PAukudx, I   PAuhvdx,

Jxi

the coefficients being constants independent of h. Therefore since the functions

uh satisfy condition (20) it follows that the functions Uh satisfy a similar condi-

tion, and that the quantities

X 'PAuh Uk dx

which occur in (27) remain for all h under some fixed limit B.    Then from (27)

X0 f FAv^dx - J(vh) >  f fkvkdx + 2c-c2B.

Let c be chosen as a positive number so small that

. 2c-c2B>0.

Write 2c — c2 B = 8.    It follows from (24) that A may be taken so large that

Í  Au„dx<8.

Then for this value of h we have

(28) X0 PpAv\dx-J(vh)>0.
J a.

Therefore

and

C'pAv¡dx>0,
i/r,

a= {   PpAvldxV

is a real number.    Let

y = a

This function satisfies all conditions of the minimum problem. It must there-

fore give to J a value less than or equal to X0, the lower limit of the values of J

under the conditions of the problem.    But dividing (28) by a2 we have
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which is impossible. The assumption that X0 is not a normal parameter value

therefore leads to a contradiction. Hence the lower limit X0 is a normal

parameter value, and there exists a normal function y0, not identically zero,

which satisfies the differential equation

(29) y';-rlxy[l-r(XaA-B)y0=0

and the boundary conditions (20).

Multiplying equation (29) by Pya and integrating from x, to x2, we derive

the equation

(30) \0PpAyldx = Jiy0).
t/.t,

Since X0 is positive or zero the integral in the first member is positive unless

J(y0) — 0, i. e., unless y0 is a constant. Hence the arbitrary constant factor

of y0 can be so determined that

(31) £pAy¡dx=l,

unless y0 = const.    Even if y0 = const, this determination may be made, unless

(32) PpAdx=Q;

for if the integral is not zero it may be assumed without restriction to be posi-

tive, as the function A occurs in the differential equation multiplied by the par-

ameter X. Now equation (32) cannot hold if y0 = const., since if (32) is satisfied

X0 must be greater than zero. In fact, since the approximating functions uk

satisfy the equation

Í PAuJ dx = 1,

it follows that if (32) holds, each function uh must assume for some two values

x = x/(, x= xk two values m;i(x;), uk(xk) which differ by an amount equal to

8, a fixed positive number independent of h. Let Yk represent theordinate of

the straight line connecting the two points \_xk, uh(xk)~\ and \xh, uh(xk)].

Then

r:i-^---,     r" = o.

Now

Write

r'x" 2
J{un)=   I     «A dx.
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Then since nk vanishes at xk and at xk, and Y" — 0,

<2dx=     (r;-<)«ifo-r--+| ,;2
J*h ,Lh ^h Jx„

Therefore, for all values of h,
82

J(^)>zr—z-'

,,k dx.

anc1 X0 cannot be zero.

It may therefore be assumed without restriction that the normal function y0

satisfies equation (31). Hence from (30) y0 gives to J the value X0. The

normal function y0 is therefore the solution of the minimum problem.

§ 3.  The existence of an infinite series of normal functions.

We proceed by complete induction. Suppose that there exist n positive or

zero normal parameter values

\»\»""í\,-i (*<+«i£*0

and n linearly independent normal functions

y0»yn ••■»y.,-1

satisfying the differential equations

y"i+py'i + {\A-B)yi=o

and the boundary conditions (20). At most two of the values Xi can coincide,

since the functions yi are assumed to be linearly independent. Multiplying the

differential equation by Py. and integrating from x, to x2, we have

\PPAy*dx^J^i).

The arbitrary constant factor of y{ may therefore be so determined that

(33) P PAy\dx=xl,
Jx,

except possibly when J(y.) = Q, since X. and Jiy¡) are positive or zero. If

J(y.) = 0 then yi is a constant and X4=0; hence y¡ = y0, and it has been

shown above that y0 satisfies (31).    Furthermore, from the equations

iPy'i)'+(\A-B)yi = 0,

(Py'k)' + iXliA-B)yli = 0,
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follows

(\ - \) PPAyiykdx = [ P{y'ky. - yjyj]^
Jxx

Since yi and yk satisfy the boundary conditions (20), the right member is zero,*

and hence if X, =^ Xk,

(34) PpAViykdx=0.
Jx,

If Xi = Xk then the functions y{ and yk are not uniquely determined.    The func-

tion yk has the form

y*= Yk + cVn

where c is an arbitrary constant.    The value of c may be determined so that

PpAyiVkdx =  f 'PAy, Ykdx +c = 0.
*)x\ *sx\

It may therefore be assumed without restriction that the n normal functions

yi satisfy the equations

(33) I   PAy2dx=l
Jx,

(34) PpAyiykdx = Q
«Ari

(< + *).

To prove  the  existence of  a  normal  function  yn  linearly  independent  of

y a ' yi « • • ■ i y»-i > consider the following minimum problem :

It is required to minimize the expression

J(u) = fV2 + By2)Pdx - [Pyy'Y¿

under the conditions

A,(y) = 0>        Lb(y) = 0,

(35) PpAy2dx=l,
Jx,

(36) PpAy.ydx=Q (i=0, l, 2, •• -, n -1 ).
Jan

Under the conditions (15), (16) there exists a finite lower limit Xn of the values

of J, and an infinite series of approximating functions

«,, u2, u3, •••

*The proof is the same as that given in the reduction of equation (26) to (27).

Am. Math. Sac. 3 4
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which satisfy all the conditions of the minimum problem and the equation

limit J(uk)=Xn.

Define as before an infinite series of functions fh+ by the equations

(Pv'J + (\A-B)Puk-fh.

Under the assumption that for X = Xn there exists no solution of (1') and (20)

which is linearly independent of y0, yx, • ■ •, y ,, there must exist, for each

value of A, a solution of the equation

(37) U"h + pU'k + {XnA-B)Uk = Auh

under the boundary conditions (20).    For by the theorems of § 1 the equations

Xx2 /»Xg
Ayfuhdx=0, I    Aykuhdx = 0 (

1 ** *\

»=1,2,3,   ••),

which are satisfied by all the functions uh, are sufficient conditions for the exist-

ence of such solutions Uh in case Xn = X¿ = Xk ; the first equation alone is the

sufficient condition in case Xn is equal to but one of the normal values X{ ; and

there is no condition necessary in case Xn is not a normal value. The possibility

that Xn is a normal parameter value different from X0, X,, • • -, Xn_, is excluded

by the assumption that for X = Xn no solution of (1) and (20) exists which is

linearly independent of ya, y.,, • ■ -, yn_,.

Since

£pAyiukdx-o      (i=;*j;,;:r1>

it follows from the equations

iPy'i)' + i\A-B)Pyix=0,

(PU:)'-riXnA-B)PUk = PAuk,
that

(K-\) PPAyiUkdx= [PiyM-UlyJ]«.

The right member is zero since yi and Uh both satisfy the boundary conditions

(2J.    Hence if Xn 4= \ the functions vk satisfy the equations

I   Ay&dx-Q.
J*i
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If Xb = X. then the functions Uk are not uniquely determined by (37) and (20),

but have the form

Uh = Uh + cnVi,

where cn are arbitrary constants.    These constants may be so determined that

PPAy^dx = PpAyfJkdx + ch = 0.
Jx\ «/*,

The functions Uk, and therefore the functions

vk = uh + cUh,

where c is a constant, satisfy all the conditions of the minimum problem except

PAv*dxm*l.

The assumption, that for X = Xti no normal function linearly independent of

y<i ' yi » * ' ' ' y«-i exists> may now De shown to be false by the method used in the

case of the first normal function. There exists n 4- 1 normal functions provided

n exist, and the existence of a first has been proved. Hence an infinite series

of normal functions yn exists, and an infinite series of corresponding normal

parameter values Xn which are defined as the lower limits of the expression

J(y) under the conditions (20), (35), (36).

As has been shown above, it may be assumed without restriction that these

functions satisfy the equations

I   PAynymdx=0 in + m),
*SX\

PpAyldx = l.

The function yn therefore satisfies the conditions of the minimum problem used

to define Xn.    Multiplying the equation

iPy:)' + (XnA-B)Pyn=0

by yn and integrating from x, to x2, we have

Hence y is the solution of the minimum problem. From the definition of Xn

as the lower limit of J under the conditions, it may be seen without difficulty

that the series yn contains all normal functions whose corresponding parameter

value Xn is positive or zero.
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The values Xn increase without limit, for they are the zeros of A, which is an

integral transcendental function of X.* If these zeros had a limiting value X

then A would vanish for X = X together with all its derivatives.

If A changes sign in the interval (x,, x2) the above method, with the single

alteration that the equation

r•'an

PAy2dy = 1

be replaced by

' PAy2dx=-l,f

(20)

shows the existence of an infinite series of negative normal parameter values X.

and corresponding normal functions y.. The results may be summarized in the

following

Theorem. There exists an infinite series of normal parameter values \x

and corresponding normal functions yn for the differential equation

(!') y" + p(x)y'+[\A(x)-B(x)]y = 0

tinder the boundary conditions

' o,y(x,) + a2y(x2) + a3y'(x,) + aKy (x2) = 0,

biy{xi) + \y{x2) + b»y' (xi) + \y' K) - °«

where, in writing aibk — akbi = dik,

e al3 — au,

and where all the determinants dl2, du, da, da which are not zero have the

same sign.

If the function A{x) is not negative in the interval (x,, x2) the values Xf

are not negative, and increase without limit with i. If A (x) changes sign

in the interval the values X{ include an infinite series of positive quantities

increasing without limit and an infinite series of negative quantities decreas-

ing without limit.

The Junction yn minimizes the expression

Ay) - (X\y'2 + Bf)Pdx - [yy'P]Z
Jxi

under the conditions

¿a(y) = o,     A(y) = o,

♦See Pic ARD, Traité d'analyse, t. 3 (1896), p. 92.
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'PAy2dx=±l,

PAyiydx = 0     [i = 0,±l, ±2, ••-, ±(n-l)],

;t/Xx

f
and gives to J the value ± Xn, the upper signs being taken if Xn is positive,

the lower signs if Xn is negative.

§ 4. An oscillation theorem for the periodic solutions.

If the coefficients of (1') are periodic functions with the period x2 — x, then

any solution of (1') under the boundary conditions

y(x,)-y(x2) = 0,

y'(a;i)-y'(a;2) = 0.

is likewise periodic with the period x2 —x,. In this case, since dl2=0,

du = — 1, d23= —1, dtí = 0, conditions (16) are satisfied. Since dl3 = 1,

d2i = 1 we must have

7T = eJx*      = 1,

or

pdx = 0,
t/n

in order to satisfy condition (3). It will be assumed that this condition is sat-

isfied. Then there exists an infinite series of periodic solutions yn of (1') when

the coefficients are periodic. We shall investigate the number of times yn van-

ishes in the interval (x,, x2) under the assumption that

A(x) = 0 ix^x^x,).

Let pn and un denote the normal parameter values and functions for the

boundary condition

y(*i) = o.     y(*t)-°-

Then, under the assumption 4S0, according to Sturm's theorems * the func-

tion un vanishes n times within the interval (x,, x,). We shall determine the

number of times the periodic function yn vanishes in (x,, x2) by means of this

fact.

It may be proved from the definition of the normal parameter values as mini-

mal values that
X ^ u ^ X+1.

n 'n ii+l

* See BÔCHEB, Enzyklopädie der mathematischen Wissenschaften^ II A 7a.
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To show that u = X ,, it suffices to form a function w which satisfies the con-
r n n-r*l

ditions
M>(X,) = 0, M)(X2) = 0,

nxt px¡

I   PAw2dx=l, I   PAu.wdx = 0   (i = 0, 1,2, •••,» — 1),
«/xi vat!

and gives to

P^* + Bv?)Pdy
Jx\

a value less than or equal to Xn+,.    Consider the function

io = coyo + ciyi + ■•• + <wiWn

formed from the periodic solutions y{. Since w(xf) = w{x2) the above

boundary condition will be satisfied if mj(x,)=0. Now the n + 2 constants ci

may always be so determined that they are not all zero, and that the »4-1

equations

w(xl) = 1ckyk(xl)x=0,

I   PAuiwdx = 2.ck I   PAv^dx — Q     (i=0, l, •••, n—l)
Jx, Jx\

are satisfied, and furthermore so that

PpAw2dx = 1c2k = l.
Jx\

Then w satisfies all the conditions of the minimum problem used in defining pn.

Multiplying the equation

(Py'i)'+(XiA-B)Pyi = 0

by yk, integrating from x, to x2 and remembering the conditions which yn satis-

fies, we have

-  PPy\y'hdx- PpByiykdx = 0.

P(w'2 4- Bw2)Pdx = 2c4, Piy'k2 + By\)Pdx - 2c°X, 3i X„+,2c| = X„+,.
*XX\ *JX\

Hence

Jx\

Therefore

P- = >-..,

To prove the inequality
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it is to be noticed that X  is the lower limit of the values of

under the conditions

J{y)=  Piy'2+By2)Pdx
Jiet

PAy2dx=l, PAy{ydx=0   (¿ = 0, 1, 2, ••-, n-1),
xi Jx\

y(xl)=y(x2),        y'ix¡) = y'(x2),

and  since «/(y) contains y   only in   the  integral   this  lower  limit will be

unchanged when the condition y {xf) = y'(x2) is omitted.

The function

« = C0M0 +  C1M1   +-V CnW„

satisfies the equation w(x,) = w{xf) since it vanishes at x, and x2. Then the

n + 1 constants c¿ can always be determined so.that they are not all zero, and

that the n equations hold :

•2ck \   \PAyiUkdx = 0 (f = o, l, 2, ■• -, n-l).
t/x.

The common factor of the constants c. may then be determined so that

/»Xj

J PAw2dx=2c2k= 1,

and the desired inequality follows as in the preceding case.

Suppose y and y are functions satisfying the equations

(Py')' + (XA-B)Py = 0,

(Py')' + iXA-B)Py=0.

Then, since P(x,) = 1, P(x2) = 1,

[yy -yy'Va = (x- x)fa APyydx.

Suppose a and 6 are consecutive zeros of y, andrthat y is positive between a and 6.

Then y ( a ) > 0, y ( 6 ) < 0, for y cannot vanish with y. Suppose further that

X > X and write ( 4- ) for a positive function or constant.    Then, since A > 0,

( + )yia) + ( + )y{b) = - ( + ) £ + )ydx.

Hence y must vanish between a and 6.    That is, between two zeros of a solu-
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tion of (1') for a value X there lies at least one zero of a solution of (1') for

X>X.*

Suppose now that Xi = p.u. If y. and un are linearly independent, then yi

does not vanish at x, or at x2 and since by the well known Sturm's theorem the

zeros of two linearly independent solutions of the same differential equation

of type (1') separate each other y. vanishes n + \ times within the interval

(x,, x2). If yi and un are linearly dependent y. vanishes with un, that is, n + 1

times in the interval (x, = x < x2). But yi is periodic and therefore Xi = pn

only when n is an odd number. Therefore we have from the inequalities

X £p =X ...

^2111-2 *"">     2»i—I = ^2m-l """     2m *-■ ^Zm *

If X2m_, = Pim-i then 2/2„,_, vanishes 2m times in the interval (x, = x < x2), as

was seen above. If X2m_] < P-,m^ then, since between each pair of zeros of y2m_,

one zero of u2m_l must lie, y2m_x vanishes at most 2m times in (x, = x < x2).

But since /*2 „ <. X2 ,, y2m_l vanishes at least 2m — 1 times in (x, = x<x2),

and since y2m_l is periodic it follows that y2m_x vanishes in all cases 2m times

for x, = x < x2.

If K, = r*t»_i then y2,„ vanishes 2m times in (x, ^ x < x2). If p2m_x < X2m

then y2m has at least 2m zeros in (x, = x < x2). But since X2m < p2m, y2m has

at most 2m + 1 zeros in this interval, and since y2m is periodic it follows that it

vanishes in all cases exactly 2m times for x, = x<x2. These results may be

summarized in the following

Theorem. There exists an infinite series of normal parameter values Xn

and corresponding periodic functions yn with the period x2 — x,, which satisfy

the differential equations

y';+py: + (\A-B)yn = o,
where

Ppdx-0t       B^O,
Jx,

and where p, A, B are periodic toith the period x2 — x,. If A (x) = 0 in the

interval (x,, x2)  the functions y2m and y2w_, vanish exactly 2m limes for

Shbffield Scientific School of Yale University.

* This is a vf ell known result of Stürm.


